The modified local spin density functional and the related local potential for excited states is tested by employing the ionization potential theorem. The functional is constructed by splitting k-space. Since its functional derivative cannot be obtained easily, the corresponding potential is given by analogy to its ground-state counterpart. Further to calculate the highest occupied orbital energy ǫ max accurately, the potential is corrected for its asymptotic behavior by employing the van Leeuwen and Baerends correction to it. ǫ max so obtained is then compared with the ∆SCF ionization energy calculated using the MLSD functional. It is shown that the two match quite accurately.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ground-state density functional theory (gDFT) is the most widely used theory for electronic structure calculations [1] [2] [3] [4] . The key to its success has been accurate exchangecorrelation functionals E xc developed over the past few decades [5] [6] [7] . The exchangecorrelation potential v xc required for the self-consistent calculations (SCF) is then obtained either by taking functional derivative of the E xc or in some cases by using model potentials [8] [9] [10] .
It is then natural to ask if the ground-state theory can be extended to study excitedstates to perform self-consistent Kohn-Sham calculations for the density and total energy of excited-states. Although time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) is now routinely used for calculations of excitation energies and the corresponding oscillator strengths, the theory has its limitations [11] . On the other hand, the progress of time-independent excited-state DFT (eDFT) has been slow. Some of the earlier work includes the extension of ground-state theory to the lowest energy states of a given symmetry by Gunnarsson and Lundqvist [12, 13] , Ziegler et al. [14] and von Barth [15] . Subsequent work are the development of ensemble theory to excited-states by Theophilou [16] , Gross, Oliveira, Kohn [17, 18] , and its application to study transition energies of atoms by Nagy [19] . Recently, the work by Görling [20] and Levy and Nagy [21, 22] , both based on constrained-search approach [23] , rekindled interest in eDFT. Following this, Samal and Harbola explored density-functional theory for excited-states further [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] .
A crucial requirement for implementing eDFT is the appropriate functionals for the excited-states. These functionals should be as easy to use as the ground-state functionals and be such that improved functionals can be built upon them. For the ground-states such a functional is provided by the local-density approximation (LDA), which is based on the homogeneous electron gas (HEG). Motivated by this, we have proposed an LDA-like functional for excited-states [26] . This functional is also obtained using the homogeneous electron gas. The spin-generalization of the functional, the modified local spin-density (MLSD) functional has been shown to lead to accurate transition-energies [26] . Encouraged by this, we have been subjecting our method of constructing the functional to more and more severe tests [29] [30] [31] . With this in mind, we test our method for the satisfaction of the ionization potential (IP) theorem in this paper.
According to the ionization potential (IP) theorem for the ground-states [32] [33] [34] or an excited-states, the highest occupied Kohn-Sham orbital energy (ǫ max ) for a system is equal to the negative of the ionization potential I [32] . Thus
where E(N), and E(N − 1) are the energies corresponding to N and N − 1 electron systems such that I(N) is smallest. The difference of these energies for the N and N − 1 electron system calculated self-consistently is referred to as ∆SCF. The relationship of Eq. (1) arises because the asymptotic decay of the electronic density of a system is related to its ionization potential; on the other hand, for a Kohn-Sham system it is governed by ǫ max , thereby relating the two quantities. Thus, if the exact functionals were known, the corresponding KohnSham calculation will give ǫ max , E(N) and E(N − 1) so that Eq. (1) is satisfied. However, this is not the case when approximate functionals are used. For instance, when ground-state calculations are done using the LDA, the ∆SCF values are accurate, but the ǫ max are roughly 50% of the ∆SCF energy or the experimental values [35] . This is due to the fact that LDA potential decays exponentially rather than correctly as −1/r for r → ∞. Therefore it is less binding for the outermost electrons.
For the ground-states, it is seen that if the asymptotic behavior of the potential is improved, ǫ max becomes close to E(N) − E(N − 1). Two ways of making such a correction are the van Leeuwen and Baerends (LB) [8] method and the range-separated hybrid (RSH) methods [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . In the LB method, a correction term is added to the LDA potential to make the effective potential go as −1/r asymptotically, while in the RSH approach the Coulomb term is split into long-range (LR) and short-range (SR) part. Thus, r −1 can be written as r −1 erf(γr) + r −1 erfc(γr) where γ is a parameter [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . Here the first term is long-range and approaches 2γ/ √ π as r → 0, while the second term is close to exp(−γr) r ) [42] and is short range. In the RSH approach, the long-range part is treated exactly and the short-range part within the LDA. Recently, Stein et. al [43] have applied this idea to study the band gaps for a wide range of systems. In their work γ is fixed by the satisfaction of the IP theorem. Motivated by their work, we have studied the IP theorem using the LB potential. The line of our investigation is as follows: We first show that the LB potential leads to the satisfaction of the IP theorem for the ground-states to a high degree of accuracy.
We then ask: does our approach of constructing excited-state energy functionals give the same level of accuracy for IP theorem for excited-states when applied with the LB potential ? This then provides a test for our approach. The positive results of our calculations point to the correctness of our method of dealing with excited-state functionals.
The LB correction to the LDA potential is given as
where the parameter β is obtained by fitting the LB potential so that it resembles closely to the exact potential for the beryllium atom (β = 0.05), and x σ is a dimensionless ratio
given by
. In the present paper, the parameter β is chosen to satisfy IP theorem, similar to the work of Stein et al. [43] . The difference with the work of Ref. [43] is that in the present work the potential is given entirely in terms of the density whereas in RSH functional it is written using both the wavefunction and the density. We note that recently the LB potential has also been applied to calculate satisfactorily the band gaps of a wide variety of bulk systems [44] .
In the following, we present in Section II the results of application of the LB potential to the ground-states of several atoms. It is shown that with the help of parameter β, the LB potential can be optimized to satisfy IP theorem to a very high degree. The results for the ground-state set up the standard against which the excited-state results are to be judged for the functional and the corresponding potential proposed for the excited-states.
After this we study the IP theorem for excited-states using the LB correction in conjunction with the modified LDA potential based on the idea [45] of splitting k-space for excitedstates. It is shown that the IP theorem is satisfied more accurately with the modified LDA potential in comparison to the ground-state LDA expression for the potential. In addition the modified potential has proper structure at the minimum of radial density in contrast to the ground-state LDA potential that has undesirable features at these points [46] . 
and the corresponding potential v LDA x required for self-consistency calculations is
Spin generalization of the expression of Eq. (3), the local spin-density approximation (LSD), is obtained by using
In Table I , the ǫ max and ∆SCF obtained using the spin-generalized LDA exchange functional Eq. (3) and its potential Eq. (4) (4) and is given as
where
In the original LB potential, parameter β = 0.05. In the present work, in addition to using this value of β, we also optimize it by the satisfaction of IP theorem. In the latter calculation, β is varied until ǫ max and ∆SCF energies match, i.e
Here, ǫ β max is the highest-occupied eigen-value for a specific choice of β. The price for employing the asymptotically corrected model exchange potential is that the corresponding exchange functional is not known. Although in the past Levy-Perdew relation [49] has been used to get the corresponding exchange-energies from the potential [47] , this may not always be correct [50] . In this section we therefore use the potential above in the KS calculations but employ the LSD exchange functional for calculating the energies.
Presented in Table I are the results for ǫ max and ∆SCF energies using the LSD potential, the LB potential with β = 0.05 and the LB potential with optimized β. As mentioned above, the exchange energy functional used is the LSD functional itself for all the three potentials. Next, motivated by the work of Ref. [43] , we tune the parameter β in the LB potential so that ǫ max matches with the ∆SCF energies. The optimized β and the corresponding energies are also shown in Table I . As is evident from Table I , choosing β through IP theorem, the highest orbital energy ǫ max improves. We note that according to Koopmans theorem [51] , the orbital energy ǫ i is close to the removal energy of the electron from that orbital. However we find that DFT results are better in this regard. The results of Table I are depicted in Fig. 1 where we have plotted the ∆SCF results against −ǫ max for LSD, LB and HF theories.
We see that the LB results are closest to the ∆SCF= −ǫ max line.
Having presented our results for the exchange-only calculations we next include correlation using the LDA. The correlation functional we use is that parametrized by Vosko, Wilk and Nusair [52] . The orbital energies ǫ max and the ∆SCF energies for the LB and β optimized LB are presented in Table II in comparison with the experimental results [35] .
We see from Table II that The radial density and the exchange potential for Li ground-state obtained using the LDA and the LB potentials are shown in Fig. 2 . Also shown in Fig. 2 is the KLI potential [53] , which is essentially the exact exchange potential, for comparison. It is evident that from about r = 0.2a.u. onwards, the LB potentials with both β = 0.05 and the optimized β are quite close to the KLI potential. The discrepancy of the LB potential for r < 0.2a.u corresponds to the non-zero β. Furthermore, all the three potentials go as −1/r in the asymptotic regions. On the other hand, the LSD potential underestimates the exact potential all over.
The bump in the potential for Li is at the minimum in the radial densities [54] .
Having given the results for the ground-states, we now turn our attention to excitedstates and show that the exchange functional and potential constructed for these states by splitting the k-space for HEG give results with similar accuracy.
III. SPLIT k-SPACE METHOD FOR CONSTRUCTING EXCITED-STATE EN-ERGY FUNCTIONALS AND EXCITED-STATE POTENTIAL
In eDFT, we have put forth the idea that the excited state energies be calculated using the modified local spin density (MLSD) functional developed over the past few years [26, [29] [30] [31] .
The basis of the MLSD exchange energy functional is the split k-space method [45] . In this method, the k-space is split in accordance to the orbital occupation of a given excited-state.
In Fig. 3 , we show an excited-state, where some orbitals (core) are occupied, followed by vacant (unocc) orbitals and then again orbitals are occupied (shell). To construct excitedstate functionals, the density for each point is mapped onto the k-space of an HEG. The corresponding split k-space, also shown in Fig. 3 , is constructed according to the orbital occupation i.e. the k-space is occupied from 0 to k 1 , vacant from k 1 to k 2 and then again occupied from k 2 to k 3 where k 1 , k 2 , k 3 are given by
in terms of ρ c , ρ v and ρ s corresponding to the electron densities of core, vacant (unoccupied) and the shell orbitals. Further,
where first n 1 orbitals are occupied, n 1 + 1 to n 2 are vacant followed by occupied orbitals from n 2 + 1 to n 3 . The total electron density ρ(r) is given as
or
with ρ 1 = ρ c , ρ 2 = ρ c + ρ v and ρ 3 = ρ c + ρ v + ρ s . Using this idea, we have constructed the kinetic [29] and exchange-energy functionals [26] for excited-states, and shown that these functionals lead to accurate kinetic, exchange, and transition energies. We point out that the application of the ground-state LSD functional generally leads to poor results for excitedstates. The generality of this idea to construct energy functionals for other class of systems also leads to accurate energies [30, 31] . Encouraged by these studies, we now subject this method to test by the IP theorem.
For this study, we consider the class of excited-systems as shown in Fig. 3 for which the MLSD functional is given by [26] 
is the exchange energy per particle for the ground state of HEG with Fermi wavevector k i . Like the ground-state functional the modified local spin density (MLSD) functional is given as
The corresponding potential v
M LSD x
is given as
However, it has not been possible to get a workable analytical expression for v
(r) out of Eqs. (16) and (18) . Therefore on the basis of arguments based on ground-state theory, we try to model the potential. For completeness we note the earlier attempts to construct accurate excited-state potentials by Gaspar [55] and Nagy [56] . They have given an ensemble averaged exchange potential for the excited states and using this potential, they calculate excitation energy for single electron excitations. In the next section we propose an excitedstate LDA-like exchange potential based on split k-space. This potential is similar to its ground-state LDA counterpart. We refer to this as the MLSD potential. We further correct the potential for its asymptotic behavior with the LB correction. With the asymptotically corrected MLSD potential, we show that the IP theorem for excited-states is satisfied to a good accuracy.
A. Generalization of Dirac exchange potential for excited-states using split k-space
The Hartree-Fock exchange potential for a system of electrons is given by
For homogeneous electron gas, the wavefunction is given by
where V is the volume of the system. Using this form of wavefunction in Eq. (19) we get an exchange potential for one-gap systems shown in Fig. 3 to be for φ k (r)
where k 1 , k 2 , and k 3 are given by Eqns (8), (9) , (10) This potential is orbital dependent. To make this potential an orbital independent potential we draw the analogy from the ground state exchange potential, where the exact LDA potential is equal to the HF potential for highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO).
Therefore we take the potential for the electron in HOMO as the exchange potential for all the electrons. For this we put k = k 3 in Eq. (21), and get the following expression for the MLSD exchange potential
where,
The MLSD potential of Eq. (23) is also obtained by taking the functional derivative of the
of Eq. (16) with respect to ρ 3 (r), corresponding to the largest wave-vector in the k-space. Thus, we reach the same result from two different paths; this in some sense assures us about the correctness of the approach taken. When this potential is corrected for its asymptotic behavior by adding the LB correction, we obtain the modified LB (MLB) potential.
In the following Section, we test the MLB potential using the IP theorem for excitedstates and show that it satisfies the IP theorem as accurately as the LB potential does for the ground-states. On the other hand, the LB potential does not lead to as accurate as satisfaction of the IP theorem indicating thereby that the potential derived on the basis of splitting k-space is more appropriate for the excited-state calculations.
IV. RESULTS FOR EXCITED-STATES
The MLSD potential is the ground-state counterpart of the LSD potential. To correct the potential in the asymptotic region, we include the LB gradient term of Eq. (2) corresponding to largest wave-vector k 3 in the MLSD potential and obtain the MLB potential.
In performing self-consistent calculations, it is this potential that is employed as the exchange potential in the excited-state Kohn-Sham equations. Our calculations are performed using the central-field approximation [57] whereby the potential is taken to be spherically symmetric. Having obtained the orbitals the exchange energy is then calculated using the MLSDSIC functional [26] and is given as
where the summation index i in Eq. (25) runs over the orbitals from which the electrons are removed and create a gap, and to the orbitals to which the electrons are added.
is the exchange energy corresponding to the φ i orbital in the LSD approximation. Using the ∆SCF energy obtained from these calculations and the eigenvalues from the Kohn-Sham calculations, we study the IP theorem. For our study, we have considered systems for which both the atomic excited-states and its ionic states can be represented by a single Slater determinant; this is so because LSD/MLSD is accurate for such states [15] .
Presented in Table III are the ǫ max and ∆SCF energies for different excited-states obtained using the LB potential of Eq. (6), and the excited-state MLB potential of Eq. (24). In both the LB and the MLB potentials, we have used β = 0.05. Further, the energies for both the potentials are calculated using the MLSDSIC exchange energy functional. The HF ǫ max and ∆SCF are also shown in Table III for comparison. The results of Table III Plotted in Fig. 5 are the radial density and the corresponding excited-state exchange potential of Li (3s 1 2 S) within the LB and the MLB approximations. Also shown in the figure the exact exchange potential, obtained through KLI method [58] . It is clear from the figure that the split k-space based MLB potential has a structure resembling the KLI potential for the excited-state: very close to it in the inter-shell region from about 0.1 a.u.
onwards and beyond. This is similar to the relation between the LB potential and the KLI potential for the ground-states. The LB potential for the excited-states, on the other hand, is not close to the exact potential and has undesirable features at the minimum of radial density which are not present in the MLB potential. Similar unsmooth behavior is observed [46] in the LSD potential. In addition, the MLB potential is closer to the KLI potential in the interstitial and the asymptotic region, similar to what the LB potential did for the ground-states. The discrepancy between the potentials near the nucleus that was present in the ground-states is also present here. Nonetheless it is clear that the exchange potentials obtained on the basis of split k-space give a much better description of an excited-state than the ground-state LB potential.
To sum up, we have shown that excited-state energy functional and its asymptotically corrected potential based on split k-space satisfy IP theorem with a great accuracy in the exchange-only limit. This can be improved further by optimizing β. In Table III , we also present the results obtained by varying the parameter β in the excited-state MLB potential until ǫ max matches with the ∆SCF energies. The ǫ max so obtained using the excited-state potential is close to the HF values. For B (3p 1 2 P ) we are unable to tune the β using the MLB potential.
We now wish to include correlation and compare our results with experiments. The lack of correlation potential for excited-states forces us to rely on the ground-state potential.
In Table IV 
